
Arrival at the 

railway station …… 

Our logo  





Where we started 

- Advertising of critical consumption of  

   food  

- Support to the local economy 

- Environmental sustainability 

- Food safety 

- Price reduction 

- Advertising of Fair Trade 



We create the Local Purchase Group 

of the «Legambiente» Club of 

Potenza 

 

New projects 2008 - Regione Basilicata 

 

Association of representatives of Italian 
farmers "Coldiretti" of Basilicata –relations 

with producers 

Social Guild «UNA TERRA» – Shop of the 

Fair trade «Legambiente» Basilicata 

ONLUS 

Environmental security service «Legambiente» 

Potenza 



 

     Citizens awareness  

 

 

 

- Bio Sunday 

 

- I do the right shopping 

 

- information material 

 

- Training at school 

 

 



Project G.A.E. 

 

- weekly shopping list (excel file) 

 

- weekly delivery (Monday) via newsletter 

 

- order closure (Wednesday) 

 

- delivery of producers (Thursday evening / Friday morning) 

 

- delivery to members (Friday afternoon) 

 



Conclusion of the experimental 

intervention: 

 - 2 shopping lists sent 

 

- 11 producers involved 

 

- 150 contacts in the mailing list 

 

- 20 orders on average per week 

 



- 6 years of continuous activity 

- 300 contacts in the mailing list 

- 20 Lucanian agricultural producers and 

the Fair Trade Shop in Potenza 

- 4 national civil service projects (24 

VOLUNTEERS) 

- Involvement of the children in charge 

USSM of Potenza (internship) 

- Involvement of subjects on parole 

 



prezzo U.M. 

Azienda Agricola Pandolfo Felice - C.da Cervone, snc Gallicchio (PZ) 

Caciocavallo stagionato (s.v. da circa 300 gr) € 15,50 kg 

Farina di grando duro "Senatore Cappelli" (in sacchetti da 5 kg) € 7,00 pz 

Farina di grano tenero Carosella tipo "0" (in sacchetti da 5 kg) € 7,00 pz 

Olio Extra Vergine Di Oliva (lattina da 3 litri) € 24,00 pz 

Oliva infornata nera - tipo Ferrandina (confezione da 400gr.) € 5,00 pz 

Pecorino stagionato (s.v. da circa 300 gr.) € 15,50 kg 

Az. Agricola "La terra dei mulini" - Trecchina (PZ) 

Funghi cardoncelli € 7,00 kg 

Az. Agricola BIOLAND - San Mauro Forte (da agricoltura Bio) 

Cicerchie biologiche (500 gr) € 2,85 pz 

Zuppa di legumi (500 gr) € 2,85 pz 

Zuppa di farro (500 gr) € 2,85 pz 

Az. Agricola Anna Affinito - Taverna Centomani (PZ) 

Latte "nobile" fresco (bottiglia in vetro da 720 ml) € 1,50 pz 

Yogurt naturale (125 gr.) € 1,10 pz 

Yogurt cereali (125 gr.) € 1,10 pz 

Yogurt albicocca (125 gr.) € 1,40 pz 

Yogurt naturale (500 gr.) € 2,90 pz 

Yogurt cereali (500 gr.) € 2,90 pz 

Yogurt albicocca (500 gr.) € 3,60 pz 

Stracchino (250 gr) € 3,60 pz 

Caseificio Mecca Daniela - Avigliano (PZ) 

Mozzarelle (confezione da circa 500 gr) € 4,70 pz 

Ricotta (da circa 250 gr) € 2,00 pz 

Scamorza (circa 450 gr) € 4,50 pz 

Treccia all'acqua (circa 300 gr) € 3,00 pz 

Treccione (circa 500 gr) € 5,00 pz 

Toma (circa 300 gr) € 2,80 pz 

Az Agricola Bascetta - Tursi 

Arance Tarocco rosse (padella da circa 5 kg) € 4,00 pz 

Arance Tarocco rosse (Tursi) € 1,00 kg 

Arance Washington (padella da circa 5 kg) € 4,00 pz 

Arance Washington (Tursi) € 1,00 kg 

Cavolfiore (da circa 1 kg - TURSI) € 1,20 pz 

Cicoria catalogna € 1,50 kg 

Clementine (Tursi) € 1,20 kg 

Finocchio € 1,30 kg 

Lattuga romana (Tursi) € 1,20 pz 

Limoni (Tursi) € 2,00 kg 

Mandarini avana (Tursi) € 1,20 kg 

Scarola Indivia Riccia (Tursi) € 1,10 pz 

Zucca Rossa (fetta da circa 1 kg) € 1,00 pz 

Cavolo verza (Tursi) € 1,50 pz 





Economic Value Monthly Sales VEGETABLE AND 

FRUIT/kg 

Average 

€ 560,00 35 - 40 

x 15,00 

€ 

300 

TOT. 

€ 135.000,00 9.000 72.000 







-Chamber of Commerce of 

Potenza  

-Legambiente Basilicata Onlus,  

-The Chefs Association from 

Potenza 

-Confcommercio 

(commerce organization) 

-As.Com. 

 

Objective: to identify and protect catering 

companies that want to differentiate 

themselves for a typical, traditional and 

quality food and wine offer. 





















 

-Agency national park of the Lucanian Val d'Agri 

Lagonegrese Apennines 

-High school  for Industry and Craft "Giovanni Giorgi" of 

Potenza 

-Legambiente "Ken Saro Wiwa" Potenza 

-RI.PLASTIC s.p.a. 

-UNATERRA Company coop. Social in r.l. 

-Municipality of Potenza - U.D. Environment, Parks and       

Energy 

-Cultural Association << Artistic Craft Pole >> 

«Legambiente Basilicata Onlus»: Our 

partners 

 

 

 



Objectives : 

1. To encourage and share good practices of prevention and 

reduction waste 

2. To guide the choices of consumers and public authorities 

towards more aware purchases 

 

3.To trigger processes and experiences of fair economy in 

Basilicata 

 

4.To support and encourage a local development based on the 

proper use of natural and environmental resources 

 

 



GREEN STATIONS: agreement between RFI e 

Legambiente 

• Where good intentions meet good practices and become good economy. 

• This is the idea based on  the agreement signed by Legambiente, the Italian State Railways and the 

Italian Railway Network for the recovery of unused stations in various territories in Italy,to  propose 

projects with social aims of public interest for the environmental protection, to carry out civil 

protection activities, to promote educational, naturalistic, historical and cultural tourism, for cultural 

rediscovery and to increase the importance of certain values that our territories preserve. 

• The project was born thanks to the agreement protocol between RFI and Legambiente called GREEN 

STATIONS. 

• This pilot experiment is implemented at the old freight terminal of Potenza upper  station, the building 

is  under refurbishment planned in the Preliminary Project, will host a Center for environmental 

sustainability and cultural and social protection called “Green Station ". The foreseen activities will be 

carried out thanks to the support of «Fondazione con il Sud», through the "Verso Rifiuti 0" another 

project  and with the partnership of the Municipality of Potenza. 







The place is a "spatial reality where the identity, the 

relationships and the history of those who live there, are 

registered," wrote the anthropologist Marc Augè. 

We have intended to transform the aforesaid station 

otherwise abandoned, into a place that will be the site of 

ScamBioLoGiCo, or a 0 km. shop, where there will be sold 

unpackaged and fair trade products.Not only a shop, but 

even shared spaces where to carry out and share  

activities, laboratories, barters, exchange of ideas, goods, 

values and competences. Moreover, the station has always 

been a place of exchange and meeting. 



Put in place a functional and refurbished building, has the purpose to bring 

benefits of regeneration and liveability around the Station and the 

neighborhood, by providing the city with a landmark for promoting 

activities of "good practices" for environmental safeguard. 

On the basis of these principles, the project of refurbishment of the  

building, even from the energetic point of view,has had as its guidelines 

the use of bio-compatible construction materials and techniques, the 

preference for dry-type construction techniques, the intention to select 

and use raw and recycled materials as much as possible, everything  with 

the aim of achieving a certification of energy consumption class A. 

 





























INNOVATIVE PARAMETERS (used 

for the refurbishment of the site) 

Walls: outer coat with semirigid panels of 16 cm thick rock wool, which 

brought the walls to a total transmittance value between 0.21 W / m2K and 

0.19 W / m2K (for walls in traditional perforated brick blocks, or solid brick 

walls UNI). 

 

Coverage: package consisting of fir wood planks of a 16 cm layer of fiber 

wood, ventilation slats and insulated steel sheet panels with expanded 

polyurethane (from an existing roof) for a total transmittance of 

approximately 0.19 W / m2K. 

 

External doors and windows: PVC(polyvinyl chloride) windows with 6 

chambers Uf = 0.85 W / m2K with triple soft-coated glass composed by 

safety glass and two air chambers with argon gas, with total transmittance 

up to about 1.10 W / m2K depending on the type of frame and in any case 

always ≤1.5 W / m2K. 

 



FLOOR: ground floor consisting of concrete cast on crawl space, insulated 

by polystyrene foam ,type XPS of 5 cm, 8 cm lightened screed and 1 cm 

porcelain stoneware floor with total transmittance equal to 0.24 W / m2K 

Energy Production: Photovoltaic plant with peak power of 16.3 

kWp. Photovoltaic modules installed: Brand: Hanwha Q CELLS 

GmbH; Model: Q.PRO -G4-255 Inverter installed in the plant: Brand: 

ABB; Model: PVI-10.0-TL-OUTD 

Produced on March 31st 2016, up to now it has produced 14.783 

kWh 

Air conditioning system: hydronic heat pump 

2 heat pumps Aermec mod ANK050HA of 16.12 Kw 

 





1st April 2016 – 30th September 2017 18 months 

total production PV    production 

certified 

 

network entry 
self-

consumption 

Consumption  

by enel 

Kwh Kwh Kwh Kwh Kwh 

inv 1 19.386 

inv 2 19.143 

total 38.529 38.118 28.436 9.682 12.987 

lost production CO2 

Kg 

inv 1 11.050 

inv 2 10.912 

total 21.962 

















THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!  

<<BY ALL THE TEAM>> 


